FREE SAMPLE SERVICE
Ask for a sample before you buy!

Tel: 01494 670 600
Email: admin@alpha-furniture.co.uk

Product ref: P2

Contemporary
Polypropylene Stacking
Chair
From: £35.95
Quantity

Price

1 - 24

£38.95

25 - 49

£37.95

50 - 99

£36.95

100 - 199

£35.95

200 -

£34.95

Description
This stylish polypropylene chair is designed for many contemporary environments and public buildings, such as
cafes, halls, schools, colleges, churches and more. The steel frame is chrome plated for excellent scratch
resistance and is a very stiff, strong design. The convenient handhold makes stacking this lightweight chair very
straight forward. The superb contours mean comfort is achieved without padding making this a truly wipe-clean
product. The polypropylene shell is moulded from a similar material as used in sailing dinghies and allows a shell
that holds the brightness of colour, is stiff enough to be durable, yet flexible enough to be comfortable. The chair
can be stacked 12 high, as it is cleverly compact. Versions with seat and back pad are available for increased
comfort, including the option of a vinyl finish to retain the totally wipe-clean nature of the chair. Overall a strong
chair, with a low price that belies its high level of comfort. It comes in several different shell colours, including
white, blue, black and red. With so many plastic chairs available on the market, it has never been so important to
make sure you are buying one with fool-proof stacking, that offers proper comfort. Samples are available for trial.
Lead time is 5 weeks from the date of order. Please note the minimum online order quantity for this product is 10.
For smaller quantities please call the office to discuss delivery costs.
Url: https://www.alpha-furnishing.com/product/contemporary-polypropylene-stacking-chair/

Additional information
Weight: 5.4kg
Length: 545mm
Height: 770mm
Stacking: 12
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Optional Extras
Arm Options: None(+£), Stacking Arms (C2BSA)(+£20), Non-Stacking Arms (C2BA)(+£20)
Links: None(+£), Nylon Clip-On Link (OLN4)(+£2.75), Link-Lock (OLL3)(+£4.75)
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